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Abstract
Women tend to be exposed to more restrictions in their mobility requirements than men and a lot of evidence from research has shown that there are differences between males and females in terms of the access, usage pattern and burden of transport. This study examines the usage of transport modes, transportation problems and adaptation strategies of male and female students in Ilorin city. A total of 381 students were sampled from four higher educational institutions in the city. The data were analysed using simple percentages, tables, graphs and chi-square statistical technique. Results show that more males (16.7%) than females (9.2%) travel by bus while 28.3% of the females as against 23.3% of the males travel to school by taxi. Magnitude of various transportation problems was also found to differ between the sexes. The difference in modal choice between the males and females was however, not significant at 0.05 level of significance. In addition, the study shows that the male and female students significantly perceive the magnitude of the various transportation problems differently and also significantly differ in their adjustment to these problems. Recommendations include the provision of more on-campus hostel accommodation particularly for female students, provision of more school buses and adoption of separate queues for males and females at bus stops.
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Introduction
In every society, there are beliefs and values that place one gender at advantage over the other, thereby promoting gender bias. However, in most cases traditional practices subordinate women and girls in private spheres of life and also influence public affairs of society (Rivera, 2007). The inter-link between gender relations and cultural constraints as it affects the transportation sector has continued to interest researchers (as seen in the works of Nelson-Fyle and Sandhurf, 1990; Howe and Bryceson, 1993; Fernando and Porter, 2002; Ubogu, 2006; Oni and Okanlawon, 2011). Women tend to face more restrictions in their mobility requirements than men and growing body of evidence from research has shown that there are differences between males and females in terms of the access, usage pattern and burden of transport (Venter et al, 2006). While travel behaviour of individuals irrespective of gender is generally not
uniform, the observed differences in travel behaviour of men and women results from the fact that women are more vulnerable to some travel constraints that influence their travel behaviour. For example, as a result of their generally lower economic status in the society, women are often forced to use less expensive and less desirable transport options (Hanson and Hanson, 1980; Matalon, 1992; Ubogu, 2006 and Okoko, 2007).

The patriarchal social system in Nigeria for instance, ensures that social and cultural stratification barriers exist in the society in favour of the male gender. In recent years, increasing female educational attainment, labour force participation, journey to work and the generally more complex travel patterns characteristic of modern society, have made gender restrictions become very serious impediment to females in terms of ease and flexibility of choice of convenient transport mode. In addition, the practice of purdah in predominantly Muslim communities often serves as restraint to women to have access to some modes of transport (Ubogu, 2006). Cultural and other social barriers are therefore, often more significant than physical constraints restricting female access to the transport system (Peters, 1999).

Generally, most transport data collected do not reflect gender based information rather they are usually aggregated in nature. As a result, dearth of gendered statistics on transportation is a major constraint to understanding travel behaviour and provision of gender sensitive solutions (Babinard, 2011; International Transport Forum, 2011). Although, recent years have witnessed increasing research on gender perspective to the study of transport, gender issues are still rarely prioritized in transport planning and investment especially in developing countries. For instance, transport planners in Nigeria mostly assume the universality of usage or preference of transport modes and nature of transport constraints faced by males and females. This is a wrong notion because, women have less access to time saving transport technologies than men and gender relations often reinforce women’s time poverty and external immobility. It is therefore imperative to further understand differences in gender behaviour in terms of modal choice, trip patterns, transportation problems and coping strategies employed. Gender based data on peoples’ use of the transport system to access health, education and markets among other facilities are very important for formulating transport policies (Babinard, 2011).

Meanwhile, large educational institutions located within cities usually attract large number of trips and can generate or compound traffic congestion around their vicinity. Therefore, information on travel behaviour of students of such institutions like the modes they use and their trip pattern can provide insight into how they contribute to traffic congestion around such institutions. In addition, students’ commuting habit is very important because, it can have implications for their health and motivation for studies (Khan and Mohammadzadeh, 2011). Therefore, the aim of this study is to examine the travel characteristics of students of some tertiary educational institutions in Ilorin city from a gender perspective. It is expected that in addition to adding to knowledge on the travel behaviour, mobility problems and coping strategies of students, this study will help in planning for gender sensitive transport system in the area.

The following are the hypotheses of the study:

(1) $H_01$: There is no statistically significant difference in the preferred modes of transportation of the male and female students.

(2) $H_02$: There is no statistically significant difference in the perception of transportation...
problems between the male and female students.

(3) H0: There is no statistically significant difference in the coping strategies employed by the male and female students.

**Literature Review**

Regardless of the fact that urban transport system affects women and men unequally, most empirical and theoretical discussions still assume the universality of women and men’s experience (Seagar 1992; Weisman 1992). Since men and women are not equal urban space users and actors, understanding gender requirements is very important in effective policy formulation (Bowlby et al, 1989; Townsend 1991). However, as women are rarely represented in decision making they are often unable to impress their needs on planners and as such most transport infrastructures planning are undertaken without considering woman’s needs. This is despite the fact that women, particularly in developing countries undertake a greater burden of domestic and commercial activities. Transport is a very important determinant of access to a wide array of essential services and opportunities such as education and employment. Therefore any policy action that helps in meeting women’s transportation needs will result in increasing female access to better opportunities and increase their productivity (Hamilton et al, 1991). The transport needs of men and women vary and the effects of policy intervention are often to the advantage of the male gender.

Urban transport systems are often more inadequate for women who must combine economic activities with household and family activities. For instance, women’s trip characteristics are known to change more significantly over the family life-cycle than that of men. With time female work trips tend to reduce while family related trips tend to increase and this reflects in their travel behaviour (Turner and Fourace, 1995). Generally, housekeeping and childcare responsibilities negatively affect women’s mobility thereby increasing the number of trips they have to make (Skjonsberg, 1989).

Various studies have shown that women in both developed and developing countries have less access to transport facilities. For instance, they depend more on public transport than men. Also, when women make their trips by car many of such trips are as passengers. In addition, a larger proportion of women than men make their trips on foot (Schmink, 1982; Greater London Council (GLC), 1985; Kranton, 1991). As noted by Turner and Fourace (1995) women often opt to walk rather than board heavily loaded buses to avoid the discomfort of men pressing their bodies against them (crush loading) and other forms of sexual harassment. Meanwhile, in many cities across the world girls and women often face the danger of harassment, rape and other forms of personal danger even when they opt to walk due to transport shortages or in an attempt to avoid sexual harassment on public transport (Anderson and Panzio, 1986; Sohail et al, 2006; Herrera, 2007).

Studies carried out in Nigeria have revealed that women make more activity trips weekly than men and women depend heavily on public transport. In addition, in households with only one car, men use the car most (Asiyanbola, 1999 and 2002). Also, Odufunwa and Oyesiku (2002) observed that females frequently use motorcycle mode for both short and long distance trips than males. Their study further revealed that the use of motorcycle has significant effects on the pattern of dressing of women.

Odeleye (2001) noted that urban transport planning and development in metropolitan Lagos is more masculine than feminist as women are disadvantaged in terms of access to decent, comfortable and reliable intra-urban transport services. As a result, women are often manhandled, as well as being
victims of pick-pockets and muggers while transiting in the metropolis. As a coping strategy many women are forced to walk long distances or patronize the reckless and ill-mannered commercial motorcyclists at their own risk.

Fear of possible physical and verbal abuse on the streets may force women to take the first available means of transport rather than wait for the most adequate means of transport. Similarly, women using public transport often employ a variety of self-protection strategies and behavioural restrictions, like travelling in groups and keeping away from some places at certain times. The implication is that such precautionary measures result in reduced mobility and underrepresentation of women in certain locations (Rivera, 2007; Babinard, 2011). However, increasing awareness about the need to provide gender sensitive solutions to transportation problems, has led to the emergence of vehicles reserved for “women only” in countries like Japan, Brazil, Egypt and India. Also, some taxis are reserved for women in Mexico, Russia, Dubai and the United Kingdom (International Transport Forum, 2011).

On the other hand, women are known to have a lower rate of pedestrian fatality than men (Downing, 1991), possibly because men often exhibit higher risk taking behaviour when crossing the road (UK, Office for Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS), 1980). In addition, women have been found to be more predispose to reduce their trips due to perceived risk of accident connected to a trip (Davis, 1992).

**Materials and Methods**

**Study Area**

Ilorin the Kwara State capital is one of the fastest growing cities in Nigeria. The city is located on latitude 8° 30' N and 4° 33' E, within the North Central region of the country and has an area of about 100km square (Kwara state diary 1997). Ilorin metropolis cut across three Local Government Areas (LGAs) which are Ilorin East, Ilorin west and Ilorin South LGAs. The city is a confluence of cultures, populated by Yoruba, Hausa, Fulani, Nupe, Barubas and other Nigerians and foreign nationals. Though, Ilorin is traditionally a Muslim city there is also a significant Christian population in the area. The city is known for its traditional pottery industry and a thriving traditional textile industry producing high quality hand-woven textiles on simple looms.

Ilorin city is home to two Nigerian universities. These are the University of Ilorin and Al-Hikmah University. It is also a home to four other higher educational institutions: Kwara state polytechnic, Kwara State College of education, Kwara state School of Nursing and Muyideen College of Education, Ilorin.

Data for the study were obtained through questionnaire survey in four higher educational institutions in the city. These are the University of Ilorin, Al-Hikma University, Kwara State Polytechnic and Kwara State College of Education, Ilorin (Figure 1).

With the exception of Al-Hikma University, hostel accommodation is available for students within the school campuses. However, these hostels are grossly inadequate in number and could only accommodate very small proportion of the students. Thus, majority of the students are forced to reside off-campus and transit to these schools from different parts of the city. Both Al-Hikma University and Kwara State College of Education are located within the built-up areas of the city. Various land-uses including residential, commercial and industrial are found around the two institutions.
As a result, while these institutions have advantage of good links to different parts of the city, the roads around them are normally highly congested particularly during morning and early evening peak hours. On the other hand, University of Ilorin and Kwara State Polytechnic are situated far from the city centre. Therefore, most of the students reside in the sub-urban areas that used to be separate villages but have been consumed by the expanding city. However, some of the students still commute to school daily from within the city. The three institutions had a combined students’ population of 63,148 as at 2013/2014 academic session when the study was conducted.

**Data Collection**

The sample size was based on the sample size table provided by Krejcie and Morgan (1970) in which any population of up to 50,000 but less than 75,000 has a sample size of 381 at 95% confidence limit and 5.00% margin of error. Questionnaire distribution in the different institutions is shown in Table 1.

The total students’ population of the sampled institutions is almost evenly distributed between the sexes as seen in Table 1. The sampled students who were selected on the basis of their willingness to participate in the survey were also almost evenly distribute on the basis of gender as 191 males and 190 females were sampled for the study.

The data collected were analysed using simple percentages, tables and graphs. The chi-square technique was also used to find out whether there are any significant differences in the transportation characteristics of the male and female students.
Table 1: Questionnaire Distribution in the Sampled Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Students' Population</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Ilorin</td>
<td>17,523</td>
<td>13,219</td>
<td>30,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hikma University</td>
<td>1,715</td>
<td>1,285</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwara Polytechnic</td>
<td>7,369</td>
<td>8,311</td>
<td>15,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td>6,525</td>
<td>7,201</td>
<td>13,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (%)</td>
<td>33,132</td>
<td>30,016</td>
<td>63,148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed from Field Data (2013)

Results and Discussion

Most (49%) of the respondents are aged between 15 years and 25 years, while 37% are between 26-35 years old (Table 2). Table 2 further shows that 87% of the respondents are single, while the remaining 13% are married.

Mode of Transportation used by the Students

The modes of transportation used by the students for their journey to school were examined. The result shows that 51.7% of the students usually travel by taxis while 25.7% mostly use buses as their mode of transportation to and from school. Bicycle was found to be the least popular means of transportation among the students with only 2.6% using this mode (Table 3). This very low usage of bicycle among the students is expected due to the fact that bicycle use has generally become unpopular in urban areas of the country, particularly in the south. Use of bicycle as a means of transportation is viewed as indicating low class of the user in the society. In addition, roads infrastructure in the city is generally not bicycle friendly because of the absence of bicycle lanes, dedicated to the use of cyclists.

When examined according to gender, it was discovered that the female students use taxis more than the males while, the males use buses more than their female counterparts. For instance, Figure 2 shows that 28.3% of the respondents who patronize taxis are females compared to 23.3% who are males. On the other hand 16.2% of those who travel to school by bus are males compared to females who constitute just 9.2%

Usage of motorcycle mode is almost equal among both sexes (3.3% for males, 3.4% for females). More of the females (5.0%) also travel by foot compared to 3.3% of the males. Although, buses are cheaper means of transportation, there is tendency for the females to prefer the taxis because of the greater need for physical struggle for seats on the few available buses. In addition, exposure to sexual harassment will be higher on the buses due to the usual congestion, which may encourage lower patronage of buses by the females. Similarly, the fear of sexual harassment on public transport may also be responsible for more of the female students opting to walk to school.
Table 2: Sex, Age and Marital status of the respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 – 25 years</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 – 35 years</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 - above years</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Survey, 2013

Table 3: Modes of Transportation used by the Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of Transport</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Car</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Survey, 2013

Figure 2: Modes of Transportation used by the Respondents

Reasons for the use of Particular Mode of Transportation

The students further indicated the most important reason for their choice of modes of transportation. The reasons for using particular modes of transportation were also found to vary among the students. The reasons given include cost of transport, comfort, speed, safety and availability of mode among others. Availability of a particular mode of transport was indicated as the major determinant of the mode used by 35.9% of the students (Table 4). Speed is regarded as most important by 25.2% of the respondents, while only 6.6% view safety of mode as the major factor determining their choice of mode. In addition, 1.8% of the students indicated that their choice of mode depends on other factors like how urgently they needed to get to school, whether they are travelling alone or in company of friends, the time of the day and the weather condition. For instance, in the hot afternoon, when it is raining or at late evenings the student would be seen rushing to board any available mode of transport without preference for any particular mode.

When examined according to gender, Table 4 shows that a higher proportion of the males (22.5%) view availability of a mode as being most important, compared to just 13.4% of the female students. In addition, cost of transport is less important to the females because only 7.6% of them consider it as the main determining factor for their choice of mode, as against 11.8% of the male students. However, safety is more important to the females (5.8%) than the Males (0.8%). It could therefore be seen that most of the male students usually travel to school with any mode of transport found available. In the same vein, females view their personal safety as being more important than the cost of transportation. Thus, the females are more safety conscious and are prepared to pay higher transport fares to ensure their personal safety.

Table 4: Reasons for use of Mode of Transportation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freq</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Freq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Survey, 2013

Transportation Problems of the Students

Problems identified by the students are parking difficulties, traffic congestion, verbal abuse, physical abuse, long commuting time, public transport inadequacy, bad roads and long waiting at bus stops. It was observed that enormity of these problems vary among the various institutions. The location of the sampled schools within the city was found to have a significant influence on the magnitude of
each of the identified transportation problems. A general overview shows that long waiting at bus stops (26%) and traffic congestion (21.35%) were identified as the major problems by the students, as seen in Figure 3.

When examined according to the various institutions, long waiting at bus stops is the most notable transportation problems for the students of both University of Ilorin and Kwara State Polytechnic, as identified by 40% and 30% of the sampled students respectively (Figure 4). This may be explained by the location of both schools in the outskirts of the city. The distance of these schools is a restriction to the number of commercial vehicles operating on these routes.

This is also clearly reflected in the problem of inadequate transport services as identified by 25.2% of the sampled students of University of Ilorin and 16.4% of the students in Kwara Polytechnic. On the other hand, both Al-Hikma University and Kwara State College of Education are located within the built-up area of the city, within which a wide variety of vehicles operate. However, parking difficulty is regarded as an important problem in both Al-Hikma University (36.4%) and College of Education (24%). This could also be explained by the comparatively smaller land areas of these institutions in relation to University of Ilorin and Kwara Polytechnic. Apart from the fact that the College of Education and Al-Hikma University are located within the built-up area of the city where there is higher competition for land with other activities, there is problem of poor physical planning in the College of Education. This is particularly reflected in poor design and inadequate provision of vehicle parking areas within the school. Traffic congestion is also an important problem to the students. As seen in Figure 4 the magnitude of this problem is greater for students of Kwara Polytechnic as indicated by 25.2% of the students. This is also an

Figure 3: Transportation problems of the students
Source: Field Survey, 2013
important transportation problem for students of University of Ilorin and the College of Education, as indicated by 21.6% of the sampled students in each of these schools.

It is however surprising that only a small proportion of the students from both University of Ilorin (5%) and Kwara State Polytechnic (3.2%) indicated long commuting as a problem. It would be expected that the long distances covered and time required to travel to these schools would be seen as a problem by the students.

![Figure 4: Magnitude of Transportation Problems in the Sampled Institutions](image)

*Source: Field Survey, 2013*

When examined according to gender it was discovered that the magnitude of these problems as perceived by the male and female students differ. For example, as high as 92.3% of the students who regard traffic congestion as the most important transportation problem are females (Figure 5). Usually, traffic congestion means that vehicles are forced to travel slowly or may even be stationary in traffic for long periods of time thus, resulting in extended travel time. Traffic congestion therefore implies that longer periods of travel discomfort associated with overloaded buses and taxis have to be endured by the students. In such situations the females are more likely to be uncomfortable from the usual pressing together of bodies and other physical contacts associated with public transport.
Other transportation problems of great significance to the female students as seen in Figure 5 are verbal abuse (83.3%), physical abuse (66.7%) and long waiting at bus stops (61%). The usual long queues at bus stops and regular physical struggles involved in boarding taxi cabs often expose the female students to various forms of harassment. The females are exposed to the discomfort of the male students pressing their bodies against them while struggling to board vehicles or while travelling on buses. Females are also more likely to be the targets of touts, pick pockets and other social miscreants at bus stops and while on-board vehicles especially at night. Therefore, it is not surprising that more females than males regard long waiting at bus stops as a major problem. On the other hand, the males are more concerned than the females with problems of bad roads (80%), long commuting (75%) and inadequate transport services (63%) as also seen in Figure 5. There is therefore a clear indication that unlike the females who are more apprehensive about issues related to their personal safety, the males are more concerned about general transportation problems.

**Coping Strategies employed by the Students**

The students employ some strategies to cope with the transportation problems they encounter. Coping strategies such as walking, readiness to pay higher fare, leaving home early among others are employed by the students in solving their transportation problems. As high as 47.5% of the students indicated that leaving home early is the major strategy they employ to ameliorate their mobility problem (Table 5). When they leave home early it is easier to get vehicles to board since there will be fewer number of prospective passengers at the bus stops. In addition, the roads are less congested before the morning peak period, ensuring that the journey will be faster and more comfortable.
Table 4: Coping Strategies of the Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coping Strategies</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readiness to pay higher fare</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling in group</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing number of trips</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancellation of trips</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaving home early</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field Survey, 2013

Another major strategy employed by the students is to reduce the number of trips made as indicated by 30% of the students. Thus, the students only go to school on those days that they have lectures to attend or only when there are important issues to attend to in school. This implies that the students prefer to study or attend to other things at home rather than go to school on their lecture free days. On the other hand, Table 5 also shows that 8.4% of the students resort to walking to school as a coping strategy.

The particular strategies preferred also vary when examined according to sex of the students. For instance, more of the females (29.2%) compared to 18.3% of the males indicated that they try to cope by leaving home early (Figure 6). It is expected that more of the females will employ this strategy because; this will relieve them of the need to physically struggle for vehicles with their male counterparts during the morning peak period.

Figure 6: Coping Strategies used by the Male and Female Students
Meanwhile, all (1.7%) of the students who indicated that they pay higher fares as a coping strategy are females. This implies that some of the female students incur additional expenses for better comfort and to ensure their safety. However, a larger proportion of those who opt to walk are males (7.5%) while only 0.8% are females. Apart from the physical stress involved, walking may expose the students to risk of being knocked down by vehicles or even expose them to other forms of danger like mugging and sexual harassment especially at night.

This result is in line with the observations of Sohail et al. (2006) and Herrera (2007) that girls and women often face the danger of harassment, rape and other forms of personal danger even when they opt to walk. Furthermore, a larger proportion of those who cope by travelling in group are females (3.3%), compared to 2.6% of the males. Travelling in group is a form of security for the female students since it is easier to attack an individual than a group of people.

Test of Hypotheses

H01: There is no statistically significant difference in the preferred modes of transportation of the male and female students.

H02: There is no statistically significant difference in the perception of transportation problems between the male and female students.

H03: There is no statistically significant difference in the coping strategies employed by the male and female students.

The test of significant differences between transportation characteristics and the gender of the students is shown in Table 6.

Table 6 shows that there is no statistically significant difference in the modes of transportation preferred by the male and female students. Thus, the null hypothesis was accepted. However, Table 6 also indicates that the perception of transportation problems by the students and the coping strategies they employed were both significantly related to their gender. The null hypotheses were therefore rejected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation characteristics</th>
<th>X² cal</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Critical value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode of transportation and gender</td>
<td>5.094</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.591</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation problems and gender</td>
<td>22.650</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.067</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping strategies and gender</td>
<td>13.286</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.591</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X² 0.05 level

Source: Field survey, 2013
Conclusion and Recommendations

Preferences for particular modes of transportation vary among the students both within and between the sexes. Magnitude of transportation problems experienced by the students also vary among the different institutions studied. However, the difference in modal choice between the males and females was found not to be significant. On the other hand, the study shows that the male and female students significantly perceive the magnitude of the various transportation problems differently and also significantly differ in their adjustment to these problems. Based on the result of this study, various gender sensitive policy options for ameliorating mobility problems of the students are hereby suggested.

Immediate provision of more hostel accommodation on the campuses especially for the female students should be embarked upon. This should be a priority particularly for University of Ilorin and Kwara State Polytechnic. This will reduce the number of students residing off-campus, thereby reducing pressure on the transportation system.

A more gender sensitive solution to the students’ transportation problems could begin with adoption of separate queues for male and female students at the bus stops. This will reduce the pressure on the female students who are at physical disadvantage when struggling to board vehicles.

Both University of Ilorin and Kwara State Polytechnic in particular need to provide more school buses to transport the students. More commercial vehicle operators should also be encouraged to ply the campus routes. This could be done by providing official motor parks both on and off-campus and regular repairs of roads.

Provision of street lights (within and around campuses) and adequate security on the campuses will ensure that students particularly the females can transit within and in areas around the campuses without fear of assault even at night.

To reduce congestion on the roads around the campuses, staff and students who have access to personal cars should embrace the adoption of car-sharing option. This is a traffic demand management option that can help reduce the number of vehicles on the roads around the campuses.

Creation of more access gates to the institutions will help to reduce the daily early morning congestions at the single gates presently used to access these institutions. This will however, result in increased pressure on the schools’ security systems.

Construction of more vehicle parking lots would help to address parking problems on the campuses. Authorities of Kwara College of Education Ilorin and Al-Hikma University in particular should see the provision of car parks as a priority that needs immediate attention.
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